
For deep cleaning dilute 128 parts water to 1 part Green- 
CleanTM by volume or 4 gallon of water to 1oz of cleaner 
(640:1) for daily cleaning. The cleaning solution may be run 
through an auto scrubber or a mop and bucket. In heavily 
soiled concrete, double scrub and allow 30 minute dwell 
time. A second application may be necessary. Burnish with 
UHS GreenGloss burnisher periodically.

EASY TO INSTALL - SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN

Eliminates timely floor stripping
Air dry within minutes
Encourages the efficiency of floor scrubber 
maintenance program 

Replaces the need for labor-intensive floor 
coatings
Cleans & restores with one-pass of floor 
scrubber
Lowest floor maintenance 

Alternative to off-gassing flooring 
Ph neutral & No VOC
No phosphates, sodium hydroxides or 
butyls 

Green Umbrella® GreenClean™ is an economical, architectural concrete con-
centrated surface floor cleaner made for concrete properties and porosities. 

Nanotechnology works at breaking down contaminants without leaving any surface residue. GreenClean has a 
pleasant, fragrant aroma that reinforces through the olfactory sense that the surface is clean and safe. An 
advanced alternative to cleaners with high pH levels, phosphates, sodium hydroxides, or butyl that cause dam-
aging effects on the surface, such as etching and gloss 
reduction. GreenClean is ph neutral that cleans and 
clarifies the substrate. GreenClean, with GUnanoInside
™ is a part of the Green Umbrella LifeCycle™ Mainte-
nance System.

CUT DOWNTIME

CUT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

CUT LABOR
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PACKAGING
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CLEAN & CLARIFY
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VERSATILE ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS
Ideal for interior or exterior, vertical or horizontal in 
Demanding Applications; ware- house/distribution 
centers, food service, parking decks, garages, hospi-
tals, or similar & specifically for dye and pigment in 
Decorative Color Applications; retail spaces & show-
rooms, restaurants, business offices, lobby areas, 
museums, municipalities, airports, hospitals, schools, 
fire-stations, or most concrete surfaces.

SURFACE / FRAGRANT NEUTRAL CLEANER / ECONOMICAL

GreenClean
®

275/TOTE


